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The drop

“Every once in a while a revolutionary product comes along that
changes everything…” - Steve Jobs

Lwr goes to
Washington, d.c.
In January, we participated in Phase I
of the US EPA’s Nutrient Recycling
Challenge. The purpose of the
Challenge is to seek ideas for
cost-effective technologies that
extract nutrients from cow or hog
manure and concentrate them into a
usable and potentially marketable
form.
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benefit everyone,” said Ellen
Gilinsky, senior policy advisor for
the EPA’s Office of Water.
“Through competition, together
we are driving innovation to
achieve environmental results.”

The Challenge is in partnership with
pork and dairy producers, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and
environmental and scientific experts.

The EPA received concept
papers from around the world for
Phase I, and invited a select few
to continue on to Phase II of the
challenge. LWR was among those
invited to the next step of the
Challenge.

“The Nutrient Recycling Challenge is
a great example of EPA partnering
with farmers to find solutions that

As part of Phase I, LWR was
invited to the Nutrient Summit in
Washington, DC. this past March.
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The summit provided a forum for
innovators to meet experts and
network with other innovators.
We look forward to participating in
Phase II of the Challenge this
summer.
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ed the LWR Manure Treatment System as part of their latest
expansion strategy allowing them to add more cows without
having to acquire more land for manure storage. Most significantly, by adding the LWR System they will have the ability to
recycle up to 75% of the water back from the dairy manure,
A diversified family farm consisting of swine, poultry and grain eliminating of the need to drill a high-capacity well.
divisions, a 7,500 cow dairy on the edge of the Adirondacks,
and a 50 year old Wisconsin family dairy farm, have each
“It has been said that groundwater is the number one issue of
made a clear commitment to sustainable farming by being the the future” says Ross Thurston, President of LWR. “By
latest to install the LWR manure treatment system.
installing the LWR System, these three farms will have more
control over their water resources. They won’t have to drill
Marks Farms, once a small,
additional wells, battle regulations, or ask permission to
family owned and operated dairy access more water. With water already available to them,
with 250 Holsteins, has grown to they can now unlocked that water using the LWR System.
be one of the largest, most progressive, self-contained dairy
All three of these installations demonstrate that the LWR
enterprises in the state of New York, and has a major ecoSystem is not only a manure management tool, but a truly
nomic impact in Lewis County.
sustainable water source for livestock operations. ”

3 more Lwr systems
are headed east

River View Farms, a diversified,
multi-generation, family-owned
business centered in southern
Indiana, produces chickens to
replace hens in laying farms,
farrow to finish hogs, and turkeys. They also grow corn, soybeans, and wheat crops.
Meyer Family Dairy in Clark
County, Wisconsin, has includ-

Lwr goes
We partnered with Exergy Solutions to design the first ever 3D
printed manure treatment system!
Officially unveiled at World Ag Expo, our 3D model will be doing
the show circuit, and when not on the road, will be on display at
the LWR Innovation Center. Modern technology is so cool!
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The future of
manure management.
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WORLD AG EXPO
This past February, Ross and Lisa were in Tulare, California
to exhibit at the 2016 World Ag Expo — the world's largest
annual agricultural exposition.
More than 1,400 exhibitors displayed the latest in farming
equipment, communications and technology on 2.6 million
square feet of exhibit space.
This year, Ross presented a seminar to a room full of dairy
of dairymen and industry professionals focused on how
dairies can position themselves for the future while meeting
the increasing demand for food.

Officially unveiled at the show was the first ever 3D model
version of the LWR Manure Treatment System. The model
received a lot of attention from show attendees.
The three-day event was an overall success and even set
an all-time attendance record of 106,349 people under
sunny skies and warm temperatures.
Last year, World Ag Expo hosted 102,867 attendees.

Networking,
innovation , &
education at this
year’s
WORLD pork EXPO
In 2 short months we are
headed to Des Moines,
Iowa for World Pork Expo.
Each year, 20,000 pork
producers and other
professionals make
World Pork Expo the world's
largest pork-specific trade
show.
Are you going to be there?

Varied
Industries
building
Booth #582

On the road
to the
buckeye state
For the first time ever, LWR will be
exhibiting in OHIO at the
North American Manure Expo Aug 3&4.
The expo is attended by
 Professional manure handlers, applicators and brokers
 Dairy, livestock & poultry producers and professionals
 Handlers of both liquid and solid manures
 Crop consultants and nutrient management specialists
 Compost managers
 Custom operators
 Agricultural support industry
 Extension and agency personnel
Will we see you this summer in Ohio?
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3 million gallons!
Back in early January, Robinway Dairy of Manitowoc
County, Wisconsin recycled their 3 millionth gallon of water
from dairy manure!
Did you know that 3,000,000 gallons is the equivalent of the
daily water usage of 24,390 Americans, 85,715 showers, or
107 inches of rain - Wow, that's a lot of water!
Congratulations Robinway Dairy on this amazing achievement. What a great example of sustainable dairy farming!

Always learning
At LWR, we value continuous learning, and we are
very proud to have 3 team members continuing their
education.





Brittany has just returned to our manufacturing
plant after successfully completing her first year
welding apprenticeship
Tim is currently finishing up the first year of his
Mechanical Engineering Technician program
Logistics wizard Raine is busy working on her
Supply Chain Management designation

Welcome!
We are excited to officially welcome two 2 new
faces to our Manufacturing Plant.
Reg and Jamal, both journeymen welders, have
joined the LWR team.
If you are ever near the LWR Innovation Center
we encourage to pop in for a coffee, meet our
team, and see what we’re up to!

Way to go team!
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